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the finch is a great way to
get started with
programming. we'll use
snap!, a visual
programming language, to
control our finch.

First, plug the finch into
your computer. use the
port above the tail.

here's a
TIP!

hold the cord out of
the way when the finch
is moving, so it
doesn't get tangled!

on a mac or pc, Open
"birdbrain robot server."

on a chromebook,
open "finch
connection app."

This window
will appear,
letting you
know if your
finch (or
hummingbird!)
is connected.

Click “Open Snap!”

After you’ve selected the snap!
level, you will be taken to a page
like this in your browser window.

choose "level 1"
when prompted.

The big area in the
middle is called the
scripts area…any
commands that you
want your robot to
do will wind up
here.

to move blocks,
click and drag them.

On the left
are all the
blocks. These
are the pieces
that you will
drag out to
the scripts
area. Each one
has a specific
purpose.

for now, we'll
ignore the preloaded code.

to start, remove the
three blue blocks
from the yellow
block. click on the
top blue block and
drag all three back
to the block area.
they'll disappear.

Now we just have
the "when space key
pressed" block.

There are three types of
blocks for the finch.
The sound block
makes the finch
buzz

the blocks with arrows
move and turn the finch.

the blocks with circles
set the color of the
light in the finch's nose.
the black circle turns
the light off.
Let's focus on the first
step. we'll need the blue
circle block. it makes the
finch's nose turn blue.

Next, we'll add a block
with the arrow pointing
left. this tells the finch
to turn left.

What we want to do
now is use these
blocks to create a
Program that snap
will understand.
let's try to say:
"change the finch's
nose to blue, turn
left, and make a
buzzer noise."

Finally, add the sound block
so that the finch will buzz.

click the
blocks
together by
dragging them
into place!

the final statement should look
something like this:
start your
program by
clicking the
space bar!
does the
finch do
what you
expected?

great job! now we're going to try out a similar exercise in level 2 of snap.
go back to the bird brain
robot server, and reopen
snap on level two:
"blocks with
parameters."

look familiar? check out
the white circles next to
each block.

the white circles allow you to enter
values.

the values in the
movement blocks
control speed. 0 is no
movement, while 10 is
as fast as possible.
the letter in the sound
block represents a
musical note from a to g.
the values in the
color block control
the brightness of the leds
in the beak. mix and match
between 0 and 10 to get
different beak
colors.

let's take a closer look at the
pre-loaded code statement.
tip! each block lasts
for half of one
second. you need to stack
blocks to increase the
length of time that
something happens.

the movement block
indicates that the finch
will move forward at a
speed of 10.

the beak color block
indicates that the beak
should be a mixture of
green and blue.

the sound block indicates
that the finch will play
the note c.

before moving on the snap level 3, now might be
a good time to experiment more with the
movement blocks. how does the finch move for
a program like this?
try it out by pressing
the space bar! how does
the finch react? does
the beak turn off at the
end?

let's move on to level 3
of snap!

The motion blocks look a
little different, but they
work in the same way as
level 2.

Another big
difference is
that the finch
will move from
block to block
very quickly.

it should look like this:

the biggest
difference in
level 3 is that
the finch will
not stop
moving unless
you tell it to!

to write a program,
you'll need to tell the
finch to wait.

you do that by using the
stop block.

one other change is this
block. it allows you to set
both the left and right
wheel speeds. this controls
how the finch turns.

the best way to
understand these
changes is to write
a program! soon
they'll make plenty
of sense. just like
we did in level 1,
remove all the
blocks underneath
the yellow block in
the pre-loaded
code.

let's add a forward
movement block, a wait
block, and a stop block.
for the wait block value, 1
equals 1/10th of a second.

2 seconds!

but first, let's
make it a little
more exciting.
add other
movement blocks
before the stop
block. for each
movement block,
you'll need a
wait block to
tell the finch
how long to
move.

this program says,
finch will move
forward at a speed
of 5, continue
doing this for 2
seconds, and then
stop.
Tip: without the
stop block, the
finch will keep
moving forever!

try it out! the finch
should move forward
and then shoot
backwards.

but what about lights and
sound? Let's keep going.
add a beak color block
to the program.

the beak
color is going
to stay this way
for the rest of the
program. how
would you turn
it off?

the sound block still
only plays a note for a
half second.

you need a wait block
between the notes so they
don't play at the same time.

let's take a look at the
entire program. it's
gotten pretty long!

can you add
more sound
blocks to make
the finch sing?

these are just a few of the things you can do
with the finch robot! experimentation is the best
way to learn more. check www.finchrobot.com
for more ideas and tutorials:

